
Past Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

________________________ up for him at home?1. (they/sit/?)Would they be sitting

If he had stayed with me, he __________________ now.2. (live)would be living

Of course, he _______________________ to himself, and therefore there
must be another man with him.
3.

(not/talk)
would not be talking

__________________________ myself to the chance of injuring my
nervous system by interviews with such creatures as my last visitor, unless I
decided at once?

4.

(I/not/expose/?)

Would I not be exposing

They _________________________ him after midnight.5. (not/expect)would not be expecting

It _______________________ out of the difficulty; it would rather be
making it a deeper one.
6.

(not/get)
would not be getting

And there he was and she ___________________.7. (wait)would be waiting

I ________________________ of them!8. (not/think)would not be thinking

It ____________________ the first commandment.9. (break)would be breaking

And she ___________________ some of the jewels with the white
dress-just a few, not many, of course.
10.

(wear)
would be wearing

But if I were, I ______________________ him names, would I?11. (not/call)wouldn't be calling

They ____________________ the search soon.12. (start)would be starting

You ___________________ to your perdition!13. (run)would be running

The charge is true; you ______________________ this game if it weren't.14.
(not/play)

wouldn't be playing

But of course it ____________________ round loose-a deadly thing like
that.
15.

(not/lie)
wouldn't be lying
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If you were only cold, you ________________________ there at the
window.
16.

(not/stand)
would not be standing

______________________________ of him as a reparation?17.
(what/she/demand/?)

What would she be demanding

You _____________________ me if it wasn't for that.18. (not/take)wouldn't be taking

The Gordian knot of the drama, already so bloody, was surely in a
meeting between Madame Jules, her husband, and that man; and a blade
able to cut the closest of such knots _______________________.

19.

(not/want)would not be wanting

It made me feel a little sick to think what they
________________________, probably.
20.

(deal with)would be dealing with
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